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Construction delays push back ·television studio's 'fall season·
by Julie Smith
News editor
Residents of Brockman Hall
have been settled in for almost a month
now but communication arts majors
are still waiting to use the newly
renovated 1V studio, located on the
south side of the resident hall.
The TV studio was renovated
this summer coinciding with the
reconstruction of Brockman. Both the
hall and the TV studio were expected
to be completed by the end of August.
Due to some unexpected delays,
however, the 1V studio is still being
worked on.
All of the major construction is
finished including the installation of a
new stairwell to the second floor. All
of the cinder block walls have been
covered with plaster boards providing
a smooth surface for special-effects
backgrounds. The majority of equipment, both old and new, is installed
leaving only wiring an~_lighting left to

Michele Sulka photo

No this is.not the set of "This Old House", but it will be the new Xavier Television
Studio's once construction is completed.
be done. Tim Broering, studio man-

ager, said it won't be long until the
studio will be operating at full capacity.' "We're looking at roughly two

weeks until the students will be back in
the studio," he said. Some classes such
as Post Production will be using the
studio as early as Monday.

Despite the delays in construction, all of the 1V courses have still
been meeting as scheduled in Logan or
Alter Halls. "For classes like Introduction to Video Production," Broering
said, "not being ab~e to use the studio
has simply meant moving to another
chapter on remote equipment [which
can be take out of the studio]."
Some students, though, are
frustrated with the delays. Tom
Hayward, a senior electronic media
major, has three classes in the studio.
''This is my last semester here," he
said, "I need the hands-on experience
that these classes offer before I graduate."
When the studio is completed,
Broering said both the staff and the
students will be very pleased with all
of the changes. "It will be much better
equipped and more professional
looking to both students and outside
clients. It should help with recruiting
new communication students as well."

DESIGN BLENDS XAVIER TRADITION AND MODERNISM;
PROV.ISIONS MADE FOR COMPLETE DORM FACILITES
,
The Xavier University News presents exclusively for the first
time this sketch of the massive new dormitory building for which the
ground will be broken on the East Campus on Family Day, May 16.
,
Final approval of the building design by the Campus Building
Committee came this week as a rapid follow-up to the announcement ; that the Federal Home and Housing Agency had approved a $600,000
,_ loan to the university to assist in the construction of the building. The
· t~tal expenditure, including construction and furnishing, is expected to
be in excess of $900,000.
.
The Rev. A.H. Poetker)S.J., professor of physics and chairman
: of the Campus Building Committee, announced that a Ledgewood
-'Avenue site has been selected. The area is now occupied by Barracks
, 14, 15, a·nd 16. The new building will extend approximately 250 feet
along Ledgewood Aven~e.
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Drug War cOmes tO campuses
(CPS)· Following up
President Grorge Bush's Sept.
5 declaration of a "war on
drugs,'' William Bennett,
Bush's "drug czar,'' threatened
to cut off financial aid to
students who go to colleges
that don't have "tough" antidrug policies.
Concerns about
students' privacy as well as a
cheer shortage of campus ·
manpower, howe.ver, led some
observers to belieye a big
national crackdown on student
drug users probably won't
happen in the near future.
Colleges already have
to have anti-drug programs in
place. Bennett said he wants
them stiffened.
Bennett defined
"tough" as a program like that
in Anne Arundel County,
Maryland, where schools expel
any students caught selling·
· drugs. Students caught
consuming the stuff are
suspended, and then turned
over to the police. Bennett,
head of the U.S. Department of
Education during the Reagan
administration and now
director of the National Drug
Control Policy Office, said the
goal of the program was to
prevent straight students from
slipping "down a slippery
· slope of drug use" and, for
others, "to get them to stop."
To get federal college
loans anq grants, students already have to sign a statement
that they don't or won't use il·
licit drugs;
.Their school officials
already are required to have
"anti-drug programs"Jn
place.
·
However, the Educa.
tion Dept., which oversees
most federal college programs,
has few formal rules for wna t
constih.ites an acceptable
"anti-drug program."
The definition of an
acceptable program was so
loose when Bennett rushed t}:le
requirement into law in 1987
that Ron Bucknam, then the
.Education Dept.'s drug
prevention director, quipped
that "a school's (anti-drug)
program could consist of a
college dean standing on the
campus quad at midnight

shouting 'Don't Do Drugs!' if
that's what the college wants."
In April, an anonymous "speechwriter" further
confused the definition of just
how the federal government
wanted colleges to enforce
anti-drug rules by inserting in
a.scheduled speech by current
Education Sec. Lauro Cavazos
a proposal to have students
surreptitiously infonn the
government if their classmates
were using drugs.
Cavazos quickly ·
backed off the proposal before
delivering the speech, but not
before the prepared text had
been released to the press.
. Making Bennett's
proposal to expel certain students work would also pose legal problems for campuses,
some observers said. Would
students accused of selling
drugs on campus be expelled
even before they go to trial in
the years after being arrested?
Would a student who used
marijuana suffer the same
penalty as one who sold crack?
North Dakota State
University (NDSU), for one,
already has "rules to prohibit
drugs a;lld alcohdl on campus," said Nona Wood of
NDSU's sh.ident'affairs office.
Wood added "penalties
depend.on the severity" of the
offense and may range "all the
way from warning to expulsion."· ·
"We've kicked students out of school for drug
use,'' said Joan Newman, legal.
counsel for the five-campus
Montana University System.
"However, they wouldn't.be
expelled from school before
[getting] due process."
American Civil
Liberties Union .Director Ira
Glasser called Bennett's ideas
· "counterprodi.ictive and cynical" proposals that "attempt
to fool the public into believing that prohibition can work,
when all the evidence shows
that it canno_t."
No one foresaw major
campus efforts to track down
drug-using students,-regardless of the proposed new
financial-aid requirement.
Few campuses, in fact,
have the resources lo conduct

Let the fun begin for you!
We were voted Cincinnati's best delivered pizza and
we want drivers/cooks to help us continue that tradi tlon.· lf_you want competitive wages and a ftexJ.ble
schedule In a fast-paced environment, call 221::0677.
.
Drivers now needed, $5-$8 per hour~t
~AllllP:

GnnFr&·

~PIZZA

.

<J

. ~~"

«i:J

a crackdown.
"If we have problems
with drugs, we go outside to
the city police or sheriff. The
campus here just doesn't have
enough [police officers]" to
monitor student drug use
closely, reported Charles
Goen, director of university
police at McNeese. State
University in Louisiana:
At Oklahoma State
University, security Director
Everett Eaton added,·''I don't
know that it will affect large
public institutions such as
OSU because we have strong
drug and crime prevention
programs already."

Resident
facing
trafficking

charges
.Bennett's plea for a
t<:>ugher'drug policy_ on the
nation's college campuses
did not meet with deaf ears
at Xavier. Less than'~ week
after Bush announced his
plan, two Kuhlman Hall
residents are no longer at
the institution as a result of
drug involvement, and one
is facing criminal charges.
According to Sylvia
Bessegato, associate vice
·president for Student pevelopment, the u11~yersity was
notified Monday Sept. 11,
by a "reliable sou~ce" of the
possibility of dnig trafficking fu the residence halls.
Later that a(temoon, a
student was found possessing an inordinate amount of
drugs, she said. The Cincinnati Police were called in,
and are continuing the
investigation. The student
·was arrested and has been
charged with aggravated
drug trafficking.
·
A second student, .
who is facing no criminal
charges, was identified for
drug involvment. Both are
no longer at Xavier, according to Bessegato.

Specialty Coffee
Shop
·Needs p/t sales clerks
Downtown's Kaffeeklatsch
is looking for enthusiastic,
hard-working retail-expe·rienced individuals. Ask·
for Kari at 721-2233
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·Marriot· Food Services offers Pizza Hut to students
(CPS)· Pizza Hut pizzas
to go downtown to eat," ·
restaurant, said Marriott
added Dr. Stephen H. Peterson spokeswoman Kathy Boyle.
soon may be ava Hable just
outside dorms on as many as
of Central Missouri State
The "traditional"
450 campuses nationwide,
University (CMSU) in Warsmall pizza places that have
leaving off-campus busirensburg, where Marriott has
always catered to students, of
nesspeople piping-hot.
been testing the kiosk idea.
course, still must cope
Students do seem to
. with"~aditional" costs,
· Marriott Food and
Services Management, which
love the idea.
including taxes· that campus
For instance, Pizza
ventures, by virtue of being
runs food facilities at 450
colleges and schools/said in
Hut sold 1,200 pizzas - enough nonprofit firms, don't. have to
late August it has signed an
for one of every eight students pay.
agreement with Pizza Hut to
- the first day its kiosk was
Off-campus business
open at CMSU. There are now groups have been mounting
operate Pizza Hut kiosks
directly on campus grounds.
two kiosk~ on campus.
legal challenges at a quickenMarriott installed a
·
At George Washinging pace in recent years as
similar program·- inwhich.
ton University, another test
colleges start selling computstudents can charge special 6- · site, staffers projected selling
ers, pizzas and even pharmainch pizzas withtheir meal
800to1,000 pizzas a day.
ceuticals in competition with
cards - for Domino's at the
Within two weeks, Pizza Hut
local companies.
University of North Carolina
was selling that many pizzas
In April, a California
at Chapel Hill last winter. As
just during the lunch hour.
appeals court, for example,
a result, one localoff-campus
Now, GW is selling about
ruled the state's 107 commupizza parlor; Howi~'s,.folded,
1,500 pizzas a day and has just nity college boo~tores would
added a second kiosk, said
have to stop selling books not
while another, Gurnby's, saw
its share of theONC pizza
Julius Green, director of
used in their classes because
auxiliary services.
the schools, which don't have
· market fall from 45 percent to
to charge students taxes, were
10 percent. .
..
"The pizzas are super
popular," said John David ·
competing unfairly with off"This is not an operaMorris, president of GW's
campus stores.
tion that serveslhe students'
academic needs,". complained
student association. "There is
On the other hand,
Dick Luna, president of the
always a line a mile long at
colleges force~lly k~p.local
Chamber.of Commerce in
lunch."
.
Y
Davis, Calif., where Marriott
At most campuses,
" ';'·· ...
recently put up a Pizza Hut
students can use their meal . ~r:.:.
kiosk at the Uni.versity. of
card to "charge" pizzas. For
VJ·· f'fr,.. ··
. welconfes· .
California-Davis. "It is a direct example, the meal program at
........... ..
retail operation."
GW includes 10 meals a week, .:~:;
.· .,, .,
Alit Khallaghi. owner
plus $200 per semester that
of Mountain Mike's restaurant students can use at any
in Davis, reported that half his location on campus that sell~:.
customers are students, and
food.
·
expects the cm;-eaplpus pizza.
Pizza Hut also finds it
kiosks will diminish his.sales.
'riic~. The kiosks cost o~e-tenth ·
the amount.needed to build a .
- · "it appears the Pizza
Hut name and kiosk are
traditional Pizza Hut restauattracting to the university
rant, but can generate up to
Union area students who used ~billf of the sales of a

firms from selling on their
campuses. Loyola University
. of New Orleans banned a local
pizza parlor from advertising
on campus in' March, 1988. In
September, 1988, the University of Miami adopted a strict
leafletting policy to keep sales
flyers off campus.
The Marriott deal with
Pizza Hut, Davis's Luna
claimed, is more of the same.

"It seems that the university is
getting more and more in- .
volved in retail activities
which aren't fair com petition,"
he said.
Katie Scully, owner of
Heroes in Warrensburg, said
the kiosks at the CMSU
campus haven't hurt her
business, which serves a
variety of burgers, steaks and
Mexican food.
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Xavier University

Great people.·..
great jobs!

396·7400

·3915

Mo~tgomery

, It's all here at: the Fed!lr~ted and Allied Credit Services
. Group. Our people are dedicated to providing exi:ellent cus. · tomer.service. Our goal is to be the best ... make it yours to
join us.

CREDIT AUTHORIZERS
-(Part-Time).

&

DATA ENTRY OPERATORS .
. · . ·.(Part~Time)
.

.

In additi~n to a ·challenging work environment, we offer:
• competitive st~rting rates
'
:• ·a discount on your Lazarus purchases
• pleasant, smoke-free offices
·
·
•casual.dress code .· ·
.
· • conveniently located jllst off I,71 near Fields .Er.tel Road m
the Governor's Pointe Office Complex
·
Fo~ more information, call 573-2045, weekdays from Noon
to 5pm.
··
· ·'

10

:$8.. 9!,J ,a···..-···1
c

FACS

'FEDERATED
and ALLIED·
··CREDIT
SERVICES
'

Bc1ual Opportunity For Al{

Tickets: Ticketron & Coliseum Window
Charge by phone: 621-1110 ·
or 1-800·225·7337
·.
Brought to you by:

' RIVERFRONT CONCERTS

,.

s.10,99

- I 0 , R , I'.· 'G
Reserved Seating

I
..
.
I
.. . ·
I . . .... • . . .

.

4705 Duke.Drive
Mason, OH 45040

~:!:s':.eJ,~~=~~ro;:.~::·

(Toppings only S1:49 each,
I ·•·. .. .· ··. · ··~.~'covers both p,lzzaa)
I Valid at participating locat16~s only. Not valid with any other coupon or offer..
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dlllli'' Get two large 14"ch·eesefI
~ .i:>lzzas for $10.99.

· ~-.
-,__, : (Toppings only $1.99 each,
~---' covers both pizzas) .
-

·Lvalid at participating locations only. Not valid with. any other coupon or otter.

.

P A N I
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--------------------~~
' ~1989 Doml~o·s Pizza, Inc. Our drivers carry less than 520.0<). Llmi!e<;f delivery area.
:
Sales tax additional where applicable. Valid at part1clpat1ng locations only.
.

PART TIME AND CAREER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE!
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Bush pushing
popular 'war'
by Heather Clopton
Perspectives editor

.. .·.. '\ ..·.
~

···-~.,

The Xavier Newswire
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly throughout the school year
except during vacation and exams, by the students of Xavier University,3800
Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.
.
The statements and opinions of The Xavier Newswire are not
necessarily those of the student body, faculty or administration of Xavier.
Statements and opinions of columnists do not necessarily reflect those of the
editors.
·
Subscription rates are $15.00/year within the USA. Subscription
inquiries should be directed to Kent George, managing editor (513-745-3561).
Advertising inquiries should also be directed to Kent George. .
. · .·
Entered as third class matter at the U.S: Post Office under permit
number 1275.
Reprinting of articles or cartoons without the permission of the
author and/or The Xavier Newswire is strictly prohibited.
· Xavier.Univ. is an academic community committed to equ~J opportunity for all persons regardless of age, sex, race, religion, handicap or
national origin.
Brian Sullivan
Editor in chief
Kent George
Managing editor
Maria Lovell
Office Manager/ Assignment editor
Julie Smith, Mike Kelly
News editors
Heather Qopton
Perspectives edi.tor
David Stubenrauch
Sports editor
Kerry Cronin
Diversions editor
Michele Sulka .
Photography ·editor
Ken Hartlage, Kathy Oshel, Chris Meyer,,
Assistant editors
Molly Donnellon, Tanvi Patel
Laurie Hill
Graphic Design
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Recently, George Bush moved his "war on drugs" to
Columbia, and the figurative war took on a literal aspect.
American troops are now in Columbia, training soldiers to
battle the source of drugs at their roots. I'll be optimistic for
a minute - Bush's co-horts do accomplish his goal, and all
Columbian drugs:entering the US arc stopped. Then what?
Peru? Mexico? The US? Spain? The Middle East?
Columbia is only one source in a flourishing
market.· Stop that one among many, and the market is
redistributed to the remaining sources. Bush must reevaluate his battle plan - the battlefield is not in Columbia,
but in our own backyar:d.
The Bush .Administration and the media together
have concentrated the public's attention, focusing it on the
drug problem, using it as a scapegoat for America's ills.
Bush looks active, he's moving troops, he's doing something
- this "action" will not cure the nation's drug ills, but it is
effective in diverting the public's attention from the real
problems of poverty, homelessness, unemployment, illiteracy, etc.
Now middle America is scared - are their children
using drugs? The media doesn't tell the whole story, but
develops the paranoia. Usage is up - or is admitted usage
up? The cancer is spreading to middle America - or has it
~n~re~~~
..
·
Bush, and the.next President must realize that this
so-called "war on drugs" is the wrong war. Addiction is the
result, the visible manifestation of the deeper ills of a troubled nation. The causes are numerous, and cut across all
sections of society - rich and poor alike are attempting to
escape reality.
· If America is becoming a nation of addicts, as the
President and the media would have us believe, shutting
down Columbia won't ease our addictions. If reality is so
grim that the President can't face it, how can he expect
Americans to? Until Bush looks at the realproblems, his
"war'' will continue to look busy and waste tax dollars
while accomplishing nothing.
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Student Activities Council
serves students• needs
·.

..

··.

·.

,·

Rarely does the SGA
spend its portion of student
tuition in a way that directly .
benefits students. Many funds
are used for obscure operation-related expenses that
propagate the existence of the
·association rather than yield··
recognizable benefit to the ·
students. Other money is
spent on specific on-campus·
activities that appeal to
students, and thus benefit
them on an event-by-event
basis depending on the nature
of the program. Recently
however, the SAC, a branch of
SGA,'has offered a program
that can directly benefit all
students, no matter what their
taste or inclination.
In cooperation with
Enjoy the Arts, SAC is offering
Enjoy the Arts memberships to
students for$15, a·$9.50
savings from the normal price;
These memberships offer a ·•
wide variety of benefits;
including free or discounted.
tickets to the symphony, ballet,
opera, and Playhouse in the .

'

.

.

Park performances, an«;t discounts at Bogart's, Record
Theater, and Showcase Cinemas. As can be plainly seen,
this programming offers a lot
· more than SAC, with limited
budget, staff and facilities can.
Coordinated programs
such as this offeragreater
benefit to students than does
limited on-campus programming. Tne individualsfuderit
is able tO pick arid choose
events according to taste
rather than availability. It
allows students the opportu:- nity to really experience life in
Cincinnati through its wide
range of cultural offerings. No ·
longer would a stl.laent have
to continually lobby individual
.· members of SAC to obtain
suitable programming. Many
other organizations and ~
businesses that offer these
events are willing to accept a
· partners~ip with Xavier's SAC
This srems to be a wise choice
for student government: with
all of the variety, better ~ro-

.

•'

gramming; and with the reduced cost of overhead ~nd
promotion, less student
· money. SAC's chief new roles
would be to aggressively
market Cincinnati and to
provide services such as transportation and information,
instead of paying for-security
or performers' fees;
Another promising
aspect of Enjoy the Arts
memberships is the revenue .
raised from their sale. SAC
will receive $5 for each membership sold to be used to .
marketCincinnati and develop
on-campus programming
events such as educational
speakers or.multi-cultural ·
.experiences that are abserit
from the Cincinnati scene. The
. memberships, while being a
great deal for any student
now, hold great potential for
what SAC can offer to the
students. This effort needs to
be recogni?ed - and supported.

·Sam Lind
. StudentActivities
Council Member
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MaHtalk · a column devoted to student and staff opinion
. "What do you. think Xavier should put more money into next year?"
.

"I would like to see Xavier
. put mon.ey into a football
·
program."
- Nonn Bntno, junior, Busi. ness Finance
·"

"I think that they should.
increase the Resident Assistant
compensation and make more
improvements to the residence ·
halls."
- Denny Otto, senior,
Business

'

"I'd like to see more
money given to student
government to distribute to
student clubs and sports to
help form well- rounded
students."
- Richard Mizak, junior,
Business Finance and En.trepreneurial Studies .

Abortion _.and the Supreme Court:
For well over a decade, the abor- tion debate has been characterized by
extremes. Adamant pro-life and pro-choice
advocates have marched, protested and
·shouted to the point of alienating millions
of Americans. Many people have trouble
identifying with either group, and are
·I looking desperately for some sort of
\.. . · J middle ground; Since the Sul'reme C:Cmrt .·
decided in Webster vs; Missouri that states may regulat~abor~
tion, many have criticizeci the ~ourf, say~ng that the polarization
now become worse, as every state legislature becomes a bat- .
tleground. These critics are wrong. The Webster decision was
the correct one, and it should serve to eventually depolarize and
defuse much of the emotionalism involved. For this reason, the ·
decision should be welcomed by all Americans~ pro-life, pro-··
.
choice, and confused.
The source of the original polarization may be found in the
nature and timing of the Roe vs. Wade dedsion. Throughout the
sixties, states were legalizing abortion bit by bit. By the time of
Roe,.overhalf of the U.S. population lived in stateswhc:e an
abortion was legally available had Roe not struck down the laws
of half the country, they probably would have been relaxed or
repealed by the end of the decade anyway. States could have
tightened or loosened restrictions individually, attempting to
balance the interests of mother, child and community.
Instead, Roe and subsequent court decisions declared
abortion an absolute right, enshrined in the constitution. Laws
·which regulated abortion at all or even those requiring parental
notification, were repeatedly struck down as unconstitutional. '
Many Americans were troubled. After all, the constitutioni~
rather silent on the issue. James Madison could not have fore- ·
seen such a debate, and scientific knowledge oflife development
was rather scarce. But the court's insistence on· absolutism made
a backlash inevitable.
·
·· . . ·
·
-· Nonna~ly, citizens who wish to ~hange things tum to the
legislative process first. Some legislators.favor one side, so.me
prefer the opposite, and many are in-between: Roe short-cir
cuted this process. Since any law passed has been struck do.wn,
no change was possible except through the courts or a conshtu- .·
tional amendment. Both of these options produce polarization,
A constitutional amendment requires a large national mass
movement. to gain momentum. Any such movement uses emotion to build. its cause. And court decisions are usually· "yes or
no," "plai~tiff or defendent," "innocent or gililty."
. . ..
.
The Webster decision, by contrast, restores the poss1b1hty
of consensus and compromise.· The state of Ohio, for example,
has hou.se of representatives with 99 me~bers and a senate
with 33. These individuals cover a wide spectrum of positions.

- Kelly Frickman,
freshmen, Business Accounting

cop~out

"I think that Xavier
should put more money into
liberal arts generally. Also into
student services such as
counseling."
- Walter Clarke, retired
Psychology professor

or compromise

Some support public funding of abortions. Some support abortion rights but do not
believe taxpayers should foot the bill. Many would put no restrictions on those over 18,
but require parental notification. Many oppose allabortions except the cases of rape,
incest and threat to life of the mother. The list goes on. Ohioans. who are upset with the
standards may vote against theirrepresentatives rather than rail against nine men and
women in D.C. Both sides have used opinion polls to claim majo.~\ty support, but now ·
they will bothbe subject to the poll thatrea1ly counts - the voting booth.
· ·
·
•
- Steve Carne ·
.
. , ..

~·
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"I think that there
should be overnight accommodations for commuters
who have to be here late."

H
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The Supreme Court's decision to designate the states as the powers that determine the
legality of abortion is definitely a cop out.
Through this action, the Court abled itself to
skirt one of the most discussed topics in the past
20 years. As a result, only more complications
will appear.
Since the Roe vs. Wade case, the American public has divided itself into three main
groups: the pro-lifers, the pro-choicers, and (actually, the largest of th~
three) the politically ignorant. Think of all the protests, arrests, bombings
and pamphlets. Entire political careers have been decided on the basis of .
one issue. People who would never bother to even think about topics
such as Nicaragua, the homeless, racism or illiteracy have pressured the
Supreme Court to make a final decision. After years of s~reami~g and
preaching, from both sides, the Court convened. The entire nation
watched amid increased numbers of rallies and prayer meetings.
The lifers clung to their fetuses; the choicers held fast to their
clothes-hangers. Finally, the verdict arrived.
Instead of taking either one side or the. other, the Supreme Court
chose the road usually taken: the middle one. The safe one. The one of
indecision.
Sure, neither supporting Roe vs. Wade nor opposing it would
· ,have been a perfect solution. Whichever side that. would have lost would
have protested; In resp6nse, the victorious side would have responded.
Obviously neither decision would compromise a complete and final
answer, but the.one we are stuck with sin1ply proves that the Supreme
Cour·t is unable to produce a decision on a controversial case. Now, it's as
if nothing has happened. Perhaps the fault lies with the public - the public
was demanding a moral decision, not a legal one -for expecting too much.
Yet the Court is still responsible for a stance, a_nd it definitely avoided
taking one.
...
Indecision - is this the legacy that Mr. Reagan has left us? A
conservative organization exists for no apparent reason, but to ensure an
unevolving - therefore unimprovable - lifestyle.
- Phil Wodzinski
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Sugar 'n'· Spice

Restaurant

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. - 3 P.M.
Daily Luncheon Special's
Including Vegetables
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative. sandwiches,
__
homemade cheesecake,
~~-_and much, much more!
~~,.,.?J A Cincinnati tradition since 1941
'.· .. ! /_,

.; ' f': J
.,,\. ,..;:.)Ji)

.

hl~,P#
~

.
~Jll 1 Reading Ad. (betwC€n T•mnessee Ave. & Victory Parkway

Across !ram Natorp's
Cmcmnat1 Maga..zme's 1984 Best Breakfast Award.

Minutes tram Xa111e1 Un111ers1ty, Reasonable prices!

242·3521

SPDRTI
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Fahey·s ladies enhance volleyball vocabulary
Conference for the past two
years, and junior Julie Robinson will add the much needed
experience to the squad.
Improvement. That is
This year the schedule
the key word for Xavier
looks tougher than ever. Not
only do the Muskies have to
volleyball. After winning only
play conference rivals Butler,
five games two.years ago, the
St. Louis, and Marquette, but
Muskies progressed to a 10-26
they have to face Western
record last year. Coach Jody · ·
Michigan who is in the top 20
Fahey is quite optimistic about
this season;
this seasori. "We've got a
The first.home game
strong freshmen Class this
of the season is this evening at .
year, and there will be a lot of
Schmidt Fieldhouse, the
competitionfor the starting
Musketeer home court. Their
positions,lf she said ..
. Competition is another
Tanvi Patel photo opponent is Indiana State and
the first serve is at 7 p.m. Be
important word in the team's
Members of-the women's volleyball team before Friday's game.
ready to catch.some fast-paced
vocabulary. "I would like to
action with one of the most
veterans will have to watch
see us be consistently competi- more games."
. out for th~ new recruits. Two
popular sports to hit America
With a strong freshtive in every match,'' coach
top returning players, senior
· since Doubleday hit a rock
Fahey said. "If we c<in do that, man class including standout
Cathy Kalb, first Team Allover a fence ... volleyball.
setter Jennifer Nunn, the
you can expect us to win a·lot

by Chris. Meyer
as~ 't Sports editor

Men's Soccer
The week started out
well for the men's soccer team
as they took on The Ohio State
University Buckeyes; Even
though the Scarlet and Gray
Buckeyes came in at 0-2, they
were indeed a team to reckon
with. Xavier held tough,
taking the gameinto overtime ; •.
before ending in a tie. Unfor- • .
tunately, the next game was .·
not so successful. .St. 'Louis
came into Kolping Field with a
4-1 ~ l record and a 16th national ranking. Helci to just
three shots on goal;Xavier was
...
beaten handily, 4~0.
· · Last Sunday, the team
· travled to Michigan to take.on
Midwestern Collegiate Conference rival Detroit Titans~·
Without the services of j~nior
Greg Phillips, the teanf ..
struggled and IOst, dropping
·
their record to 2-3-2. .

X~vier-11 0hio State-1!:··

Goals: x: Greden. os:.Bigby ·
St. Louis-4~ Xavier-0 \ :·,/: : ·.
GoalsiHo
·
McDaniel'
(three sav
Detroit~2;_

.Goals:D:
X:Ferello

WHAT'S ON
DECK
wed, Sept. 20
· Women's tennis at Dayton
Women's volleyball vs.
Indiana State: 7 p.m. at
Schmidt Fieldhouse

.. · " ·:Th ii) Sept; 'ii·

ping two
gainst Ohio'
tern
Musket-. -

1) Cinci nati 33, 2)
Morehead St 67, 3) Louisville
91, 4) Bella
rie 119, 5)
Dayton 145, 6 Wright s·t. 172,
7) Evansville 75~ 8) GeorNorthern
10) Wittenberg 1
12) Ash-.

Ennis (X)
Nartarilli(
6-2, 6-3.

Ganser(X)
6-0.

Jahnke(X)
Kastensmi t
6-1, 6-0.

·Lopez/Inn
Schell/
Murphy/}
Lackich
Ganser/K
Bukae/A
St.Mary's
Teamsc
1) Butler,
St.M

Women's' soccer at Dayton
·
7p.m.
Men's golf at Georgetown
. Invitational
Women's tennis vs. Sinclair:
3 p.m. at Xavier Courts

Fri, Sept. 22
Men's soccer at St. Louis
7:30 p.m.
Men's golf.at Georgetown
Invitational
Women's volleyball at
Universit}r of ToledoTourn.

Sat, Sept. 23
Women's tennis at Chicago
Quad Match: 9 a.m.
·women's volleyball at
University of Toledo
Men's golf at Georgetown
Invitational ·

. pt.24
r vs. Wheellping on Winis at,Chicago
la.m. ·

Xa
straight ag
tough squa
shutout by
Cincinnati
then by the
Bobcats.

ept. 25
s. Louisville
ngon Old
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FOur inductees enshrined in Xavier Hall of Fame
Take the first Xavier
basketball player to break the
2,000-point barrier, a. longtime
athletic team physician, a
PeSky point guard who holds
the Xavier record for consecu. tive free throws and a member
of the Xavier "Legion of
Honor" and. what do you get?.
The 1989 Xavier Univer~ity
Athletic Hall of Fame inductees.
Leading the list is the
Hall's third female inductee, Jo
Ann Osterkamp Henderson.
Osterkamp, a 1984 graduate, is .·
a member of the 1,000 and
··
2,000 Point Clubs. She also
owns 11 Lady Musketeer
records including: most points
in a career (2,036), most points
in a season (624 in 1981-82) ·
and highest career field goal .
percentage (.532).
Next is Dr. Jerome N.
Janson. A member of the
Xavier football team, Janson
played on both offense and
defense. He made his markat .
Xavier with his 29 years of
service between 1946 and 1974
as athletic team physician. Dr.
Janson is a 1936 graduate of
Xavier.
Back in 1961, Xavier

·writers noted that no man was
The Xavier Athletic
ketcer all-time scoring list. He
more
deserving
of
the
Musketof
Fame,
which began its
Hall
also earned a reputation as one
eer
"Legion
of
Honor''
award
induction
in
1981,
now inofthe best playmakers in
·
than
he.
As
an
offensive
eludes
43
members.
The
.
Xavier's history, finishing his
guard, he helped Xavier
.inductioi:i ceremony and
senior y,ear with 104 as~ists.
improve a 2-5-1 record in 1924
li..tncheon will be held SaturFinally, there is the late
day, Oct. 21, as part ofHome" Mark Schmidt. Back in the 1920s to as-2~1 record.the following
season and to a 9-1 record in
.. coming Weekend '89.
when Schmidt played, sports1926.
"

rix~mel
was known as a little c;ollege
in Cincinnati. By March of
1962, Xavier was known as
the little upsetting college in
Cincinnati. A lot of the
credit goes to.1962 graduate
William Kirvin. Kirvin was
part of that 1961-62 basketball squad that upset six
national powers, including
Providence, Villanova and
Dayton. He ended his career
with 1,088 points, which
now stands 18th on the Mus-

Learn ·aboutMarket Research
and get paid for it! ·

~.~
u.···.····.····
·~5t

.•
. . ·. ·....·.· .··· . .
Bu
. ·-

Musk,eteer
loyalty ru·ns
.-pale.blue
-----------

by David Stubenrauch
Sports editor
There once was a student from
Xavier,
.
Who exhibited a very strange
behavior,
He attended a ball game,
But 'twas really a shame,
As he left. without pride in his
favor.
-D.S.
Now before everyone
begins to get their nooses and
armies ready to come after me,
let me just say, I don't care;
.· Come after ·me. Hopefully, (
can stfr an aggressive emotion
· within the Musketeer student

Off Campus
·.Housing

••·a~.r·~

Part-Time Empleyment Available·
Our telephone research center has immedi~te
openings, for telephone interviewers. No
selling, strictly mllket research.

• Walk to campus.·
.
'

Weoffe~:

:.·

~

-competitive W~ges .
-Flexible ·~orkif'lg Ho.urs
'."'And Much More

r.,.

.

"·

Parking

Our inter'liewers condud surveys about'.
..
consumerproduds and servicesnationYlide; .
Anyone Interested. should apply at our down.;
town offices be.Ween
9a.m.·and
5:30p:m~
.
.'..
.

··.,.

• · Fr~e heat

-Paid Training Classes
-Fr:ee Parking .

'

' . ···:,

•'

. '

.: .

., •. -·.

..

,·:.·

..

:

..~

. . :I '

One C~ntennial Plaza·
705 Central Ave. 5th Floor..
· C°fnclnnati, Ohio. 45202,

· $.'23s·.Qo and up ·
; .··',~; ',

.

'

.

.-

... '

-.

xfqrd.!\pt

. .· ·lOosoana · .,
CaH·Randyat
..
.
.
.. '

. :

. ..
-

',

.. ;, ··~

body that will hopefully.
extract from you, that impalpable notion known as
"spirit." (What the hell is he
saying?)
.
Let me put it a little
simpler, the school pride on
this campus is pathetically
low. Oh sure, attendance at
basketball games has gorie up,
and even the non-revenue
sports are drawing good
crowds, some even drawing
crowds forthe first time. But
schoolpride is not found
through attendance alone. It's
in the way one relates, ackf\owledges and exemplifies
the true meaning bf "Xavier'·
···
·
ness."

"Xavier-ness?" What
is it and how do I get some?
The first place one can find
this is quite possibly from your
roommate, your carpool .
partner or even your history
professor. Getting it from
them is as easy as opening
your ~yes and ears. When
they speak of Xavier, ~o they
sarcastically refer to .it as EggsZav.ier? Do they complain·
about the proximity to Norwood AND Avondale? If so,
get out of there. 'Tell them
your.double~parked. Say anything to get over to someone
who thinks that painting their
face blue is fun. Look for
someone that would wear an
outfit that looks like a 3 .
Musketeers chocolate bar.
Seekciut those peoplethat
have the I/spirit."
·
· Believe inc, once you
get it, you'll never want to let
it go:
·
Video~ . ·
: .Part-time nights and

·wknds~

Premier Video
·Hyde Park·
Edwar~s and Madison,
Walnut :Hills; next to
Childr~n's Palace

VINE & CALHOUN
CLIFTON 75·1-0646
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Lady Bearcats pounce on Musketeers
by Dave Morano
staff reporter
Riding on the heels of
a big win over the University
of Louisville, the Lady Musketeer soccer team faced a
tough early..:seasoil testlast
Wednesday as their cross~
town rivals, the University of
Cincinnati, came calling at ·
Kolping Park. As coach·of the
Lady Muskies, Bert Frondorf
has never beaten the Lady
Bearcats. This unfortunate
streak has been kept alive as

Cincinnati shut out Xavier, 4-0. opening half, "UC did not
know what hit them." The
The Lady Muskies knew they
two teams continued to flirt
had their hands full before the
with scoring until there was
game. UC, 2-2, was ranked .
six minutes left in the half. It ·
. third in the region and their
was then that the Bearcats beat
two losses came from the two
· the Muskies back into transiteams above them. Meantion and scored. Less than a
while, XU was ranked eighth
minute
after that, the Lady.
in the same region.
Bearcats made it 2-0 where the
The Lady Musketeers
score remained until halftime.
came out determined in the
. The Lady Muskies
first half, playing superb
..
defense and constantly keep~ · knew they had a whole second
half to come back. They knew
ing the ball close to
they were not out of the gatl)e
Cincinnati's goal. Co-captain
even
though Cincinnati had
Amy Finke commented on the

the momentum. Xavier had
the chance to get on the board,
but two of sophomore Marla
Schuerman's shots early in the
second half sailed to the right
and just above the cross bar.
UC scored a critical
third goal with about 11
minutes to go. Xavier came
right back with three shots at
the goal, but never rung the
bell. Five minutes later,
Cincinnati rounded out the
scoring and put the final nail
in the coffin. Xavier had shots
at goal in the second half but

the breaks just didn't go their
way. Finke said, "the score
was not an indication about
how close and evenly matched
these two teams are."
Coach Frondorf was
very pleased with his team's
effort and feels that with a
break here and there it could
have been a different story.
Cincinnati-4, Xavier--0
Goals: Cassidy (2), Loew (2)
Shutout: Kerr (nine saves)

T··h····
·
.•..
'
.
·
,
·
·
.
··d·
·
..
·
'
·. · · ·• · e ·• us - 1- e
.of My Life.,,

11

Ken Anderson, remembering
the trip from the hotel to
-the Superbowl Game,
Sunday morning, January 24, 1982.
~·

.. ' ';; ·, ' . ' ' . .. ·.
...· .. :,-· .. ·.·
· , ·· vou'll~haveothe·bus r1cle.··•·-·
':

~ '

·-~. "\

of youl'Jlfe··~l'len you.~ak~.
The Metro.to.campus~ It's·
the smart way to co111m.ute
because you're never
faced with any parking
hassles and the price fits
any college budget .

Ride Routes 51 and 56 to Xavier University,
or Montgomery Road Routes 3 and 4.

For Free. RideGuide Bus Schedules By Mail,
Please Call MetroCenter At 621-4455.

----·-

- --

_.. __... ...:...
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Judge orders schqolto.stop.testing;its athl·etesfor d.rugs.
(CPS) -On the eve ofthe
"That has no immedifootball season a local Boulder, ate effect on NCAA testing,"
Colo., judge has deemed the
declared Frank Uryasz,
University of Colorado's drug- director of sports sciences for
testing program unconstitu. the NCAA-, which tests .
tional, and has ordered the
athletes at championship
school to stop testing athletes
tournaments. "We plan to
immediately.
continue until some precedentdeei~ion by
setting litigation tells us not
· District Judge Joseph Bellipani, to," he said.
.·
......
spurred by an American Civil
· ·
"We have no thoughts
Liberties Union lawsuit on
about making any changes," .
behalf of cu athletes, probably affirmed Dean Billick, associwon't affect other schools,
ate athletic director at the.
drug-testing proponents said.
University of Pittsburgh,

The

. ·.

with any measure of validity
where all football and basket-·
~hether a person has been
ball players are subject to
using
any of the prescribed
regular urine tests.
drugs.''.
CU's program, in
The NCAA is four of
which athletes take eye tests,
and if they fail that, urine tests, five against challenges to its
· testing progr~in .. A Santa
amounts.to unreasonable
Clara County Superior Court
search and seizure, Bellipani
ruled. · · ·
·
.
judge issued a permanent
CU was using a ~apid injunction last suminer,
eye screening device to.make .. allowing Stanford University
athletes to compete without
the tests less intrusive, but.
taking drug tests.
Bellipini called them "an
But in separate
intrusion without purpose ...
lawsuits, athletes from LouisiIt is wholly unable to indicate'

ana State and Northeastern.
universities and from the
universities of Miami and
Washington lost.·
On the high. school
level, two-thirds of th_e students at Homewood.:. .
Flossmoor High School
· outside of Chicago will have to
·. take random drug tests, after
th.e school board voted Aug. _15
to require tests for participants
in all interscholastic activities,
including athletes and clubs.
Permanent Part-time
CRT Operator
20-30 hours per.week, M-F
. Williams & Co.·
. CaWG. :Koeh for interview

Introducittg

Cot1·rtpd.·•·1?v.•·~r~iqtt
intheMi~est

)821~5555

·.·

EOE. · ·

Permanent ParMime·
·Receptionist

· 10-2, _M~F

.

· Willi8ms & Co.
Call G: Koch for interview

A. Special,Littl~.Hotelat a~fy:Go.rnf~~t~e i>rice:M ..

.s2i~5555 .EOE

.,·

.......
. .....
11'1 ·,118
-Ii~
-·
--

1,rn~~t~~~f!E~~~~ift· ·

G~es~(,._". · .. : .
i

. L Know your limit-:--stav withiri it.

big, bustling hotels. Cciurtyard's smaller, more
intimate scale allows you to enjoy extra comforts
and friendly service.no typicalmotoi'jnn can.
match.::..specifically tailored to the needs of
individi.ial travelers like yo,u; ari4moderately
.·
priced for ext.raordinary value:. . .
QU~lity2with a difference
For instance; yriu'll'be pleasantly surprised . "-Feeling :fo'h'o~~ .. dU\a~from'honie is Ille
by the amount of space we gi\'.e you in your. ·.
u•hole idea behind Coim:;ia;d by.Marrion.
beautifolly appointed room or suite. You'll be
. . . .. . . . .
. . ·.. > •· ..
able to stretch out on a king-size bed ... spread your work out on an oversi2~d(
. : ; •.•. "
work desk ... and relax in a distinctly separate seating area:
.
.. · ...
··
·
And when youleave your room, you'll enjo,y •:.,·.:.~>;_.;·· .. ·: .
other thoughtful tou_ches .. , such as a
·
: · . ., · ·· ,• ·
comfortable lobby and lounge that's more like an:.:
oversized livingrooin. Acongenial full-seryicil>
restaurant.Aswirnrriingpool, .whirlpool· arid·':•»: ·
e_xercise room for g:uest ·re_I axation >A'secur,il:y :. :
:· '.' sys,tem that lets you rest assured. PltlS a
; ':' •.
·:•,•beautifully!andsc~pedcourtyard, perfect fora·
refreshing outdoor stroll day or.hight.
.

Sp for the best $62-$16 ~eekdav
'night/$3.~-$?9 weekend night*
the Mi~s~; caH ·l-~00-321-2211~ .· ·

·

.•. -i. ~~wh~{~:~ drl~king. · ·.· ·. ·
3,.l>es18rulte a·~n~ririkingdriver.
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Firsfthe Beatles, now this; thanks for the memories
Paul Stewart, former vocalist
for the "tribal dance band"
Junta, joined Redmath. and
took over on lead vocals,
All good things must
leaving Davis to guitar and
come to an end as did the band backing vocals. With the six
Redmath on Aug. 19. Unlike
song album still in progress,
some bands. which never make Geno Valle joined playing
it past local clubs, this Cindnkeyboards and melodica and
nati band once gaineci expodoing his specialty,.the not to
sure across the nation and
be forgotten, chanting.
around 'the:world.
·
·Jn 1985; the album was
· Itall 'started in the
released; One year later,
·
early 19s0s.when drummer
Redmath was qack in the
Steve Schulte and vocalist/
studio recording their second
guitariSt Mike Davis formed a
album, "Pray." During the
band which~although pro.:'
· two years that it took to record
gressjngslmvly, was.asked to
the album, the band underdo a WEBN all:rum project.·· ..
went further changes in both
Soon, the band devefoped into sound and members. Brooke
what became known as ·
left the band and was replaced
Redmath.
by bassist Chris Sherman.
.
Eventually, a drum
. .About six months later, the
machine was added; allowing
drummachine was replaced
Schulte to return t<> his love,
by drummer Johnny Mi.fade.
the guitar~ }>aulBrooke, .
The addition of a live drumbassist, rejoined afterhaving
mer to the band.combined
left before the.album project..
their mood~setting; eerie
It was then decided that to
original sound with a harsher
make an album oHheir own
thrash of rock, a change
..
would be a step iri the right
unsuspected but well-received
direction .. Asthe self"'."titled..
by their fans.
· albumwasbeing
recorded,·
.,
.
.
Redmath played in

Molly A. Donnellon ·
ass' t DiVersions editor

'

'•'

'

"

Red math

however; were not yet over. ·.
New York at the annual New
Music Seminar in June, 1988.
Valle left the band to pursue a
They were the first band to be
career in art. Miracle, still
. with Sleep Theatre, left to
featured on the program that
was shown around the world,
dedicate his time to his own
with the exception of the
band. Sometime later, he was
United States. In December of . replaced. by a drummer from
that year, "Pray" was officially Mkhigan, Brad Silverthorn.
Though Silverthorn had the
released on Redmath's pertalent that Red math desonal label, Heresy.
manded, the band was now
, With their new album
having difficulty booking
getting airplay around the
shows in clubs that had once
country, the band seemed set
welcomed. their performance.
for success; Their days of new
Several booking agents were
members and new sounds,

hired but failed to accomplish
anything.
Now well into their sixth
year, every member of the
band was·pulled in new
directions. Davis and Silverthorn were asked to join
established local band, The
Mimi's, with Davis as their
. new lead singer, and Silverthorn on drums. Sherman was
called on to devote more time
to his other band, Sleep ·
Theatre; and Schulte and
· Stewart were asked to do a
dance single for Andy Star
Productions of Cincinnati.
According tofounding-member and band spokesman 'Schulte, they "had the ·
song writing capability to be
international stars." Had their
management been better, who
knows what level of success
this band would have reached.
As far as a reunion goes,
they're ruling nothing out, but
if they do play together again,
Schulte added "We won't play
under the name of Redmath ..
. I never really liked that name
anyway."
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by Kerry Cronin
Diversions editor
It's the first month of
classes and already you're two
weeks behind in your reading,
your classes are beginning to
threaten you with tests and
your professors are settled
enoug~ to start assigning
research paper topics. I

-.:..._':.

Left: Woody Allen and Mia
Farrow star in Allen's latest
writing and directing project,
"Crimes and Misdemeanors."
Below: Patrick Swayze takes aim
as a Chicago police officer in
"Next of Kin."

assume you too are getting
back into the swing of school
and organizing your schedule
to find and savour every ounce
of free time you can salvage.
A free afternoon or evening
can't be wasted just sitting
around and time spent with a
friend at the movies is a nice
way to get out and relax. For
this reason, I give you . . . the
fall movie releases.
"An Innocent Man,"
starring Tom Selleck, is a hardhitting drama about a man
·
who is the victim of circumstance, falsely accused and put
into prison.
"Gross Anatomy" is an
insightful character drama
which shows the pains of first
year med-school when the
students must dissect a human
body.
''Shocker''is just what
you need to get into the ·
Halloween state-of-mind. The
terrifying villain, Horace
Pinker, gets zapped in the .
electric chair and when he ·
returns to life, he's fuming
. mad.

"The Fabulous Baker
Boys" is the premier movie in
which real-life brothers Jeff
and Beau Bridges play major
roles in the same motion
picture. Michelle Pfieffer stars
as a singer who joins the two
cocktail-lounge piano-playing
brothers and who unexpectedly revitalizes their career.
"When·The Whales
Came" is a cautionary fable
about the consequences of
mankind's disrespect toward
nature as seen through t~e
eyes of two small children. ·
"Worth Winning" stars
Mark Harmon as the ultimate
bachelor. A lot of trouble
arises when he becomes

Above: Tom Selleck gets take~ away in the CinCinnatl-filmed "An
Innocent Man;" Above right: "Horace Pinker'.'. gets the shock of his life
in the fall release, "Shocker;" Right: Mark Harmon, Madeline Stowe,
Lesley Ann Warren and Maria Holvoe star in Twentieth Century
Fox's romantic comedy, "Worth Winning."
·

involved with three different
women and falls in love. The ·
question is, with which one?
·"Crimes And Misdemeanors" is the latest writing/
directing project of Woody
Allen and stars Mia Farrow,
Daryl Hannah and Alan Alda.
"Point Of Impact" is a
high-action story about Los
Angeles police detectives who
discover that their local case is
carrying some international
political overtones.
"Next Of Kin" stars.·
Patrick Swayze as a Chicago
policeman who, with his
kinfolk, tries to seek revenge
on mafia gangsters for murdering his younger brothr ':.
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Above: fack Lemmon stars as "Dad;" Above
right: ChristopherLloyd and Michael f. Fox
return together in "Back to the Future Part II;"
Right: Ariel, "The Little Mermaid," stars in
...-----···Disney's 28th animated feature release.

~

"Blaze," starring Paul
tic adventure set against the
background of fighting ·fires in
Newman and Lolita Davidoour nation's forests.
vich, is based on the real-life
."Born On The Fourth Of
romance between Louisiana
Governor:Earl·K.Long and ··· . Jilly," starring Tom Cruise, is
the true story.of one man's·.
sassy-stripper Blaze Starr.
struggle to overcome his
Their highly publicized
·
romance rocked the southern •· physical injuries~
"The Wizard" is a movie
political machine.
the whole family can enjoy.
"Stella," starring Bette
This story, starring Fred
Midler, is the classic story
Savage, (of ABC's ''The
about a mother who struggles
Wonder
Years"), is about a 13to give her daughter the life
she never had and displays not year-old boy determined to
fulfill the dreams of his
only maternal love but mater,.
troubled younger brother.
nal sacrifice;
·
"The War Of The Roses"
"Always" includes in its
once again brings Kathleen ·
cast: Richard.•Dreyfuss, Holly
Turner, Michael Douglas and
Hunter, John Goodman, Brad
Danny DeVito together on the
Johnson and Audrey Hepburn
, silver screen .. De Vito describes
and
is
a
contem
J'orar}'
rorrian."
. ·..
.:,.'

"Dad," a funny yet
moving story about the
relationship between father
and son when brought together by a family crisis, stars
Ted Danson and Jack
Lemmon.
"The Little Mermaid,"
Disney's 28th full-length
animated feature, is the story
of Ariel, a mermaid who,
despite her father's objections,
longs to join the human world.
She does not give up until she
succeeds but it isn't success
she finds when her wish
becomes reality.·
"Back To The Future
Part II" starring Michael J. Fox
returns right where the 1985
smash hit left off.
"Prancer" is about a
young girl who finds a
wounded reindeer that she
believes is Prancer on Santa's
team. She tries desperately to
restore the reindeer's health so
that Santa's Christmas mission
can be completed.
"Second Sight" is a
comedy about two detectives
who must rescue a woman
and her boss, the Cardinal of
Boston, from a gang of kidnappers.

this comedy, which is in no
way related to either ''Romancing the Stone" or "Jewel
of the Nile," as being about,
"passion, love, divorce and .
furniture.''
"Enemies, A Love Story"
is set in the years immediately
following World War II. It is
about a man caught up
emotionally with three women
and the havoc caused when
one of them, who he believes is
dead, comes back into his life.
"National Lampoon's
Christmas Vacation" takes the
fun-loving Griswold's in
search of the perfect Christmas.
"Driving Miss Daisy" is
a touching and humorous
story about the 25·year
relationship between a southern Jewish matron and her
black chauffeur.
"Tango And Cash" stars
Sylvester Stallone and Kurt
Russell as rival cops who must
bury their enmity in order to
survive.
Cincinnati moviegoers will have an additional
o~ning to look forward to
this fall. Showcase Cinemas
Cincinnati, a new complex
with state-of-the:art equipment, rocking lounge chairs ·
and 12 theaters, opens Friday.
It is located near Xavier on
Reading Rd. at the Norwood
Lateral.

:: !:

Above: Anjelica Huston and Ron Silver in
"Enemies, A Love Story;" Left: De Vito, Turner
and Douglas; Below: Chevy Chase. ·
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Telephone People Needed.
Flexible Hours, Part-time
Basis.
Office in Eden Park
Good Money - Salary &
Bonus.
No Job Stress! Call

EARN $2000 - $4000 ·

Searching for employment that permits working
your own hours, but still challenging enough for
your entrepreneurial skills? Manage programs
for Fortune 500 Companies. Earn $2000 to
$400Q.
Call 1-800-932-0528, ext. 21.

961-3131

CHILDCARE
In my house in East
Walnut Hills. Parttime M-Th iri the
afternoons. Responsible person who
enjoys children.
References requested. Call 8613090 after 6 p.m.

A Free Gin Just for Calling Plus Raise Up to
$1,700.00 in Only Ten Days!!!

Student Groups, Fraternities and Sororities
needed for marketing project on
campus. For details plus a FREE GIFT,
group officers call 7-800-950-8472, ext. 20

Weekly Crossword
"BRUSH UP ON YOUR SHAKESPEARE" By Gerry Frey
ACROSS
1 "
Ado About
Nothing"
5 " __ Labor Lost"
10 Seizures
14 Celebes ox
15 Silly
16 Bard's home
17 Upright wall support
18 "Taming of the Shrew"
musical
20 Unit of weight
21 Ionian City
22 Ms. Taylor: Actress
23 To educate

2.

3

"

6

7

8

9

II

12

13

14
17

20

Pacino sails in 'Sea of Love'
not to play the game according
to safety but plays according
to his heart. As their relationship develops and grows so
For those Xavier students. does the reality that she is the
leading suspect in all the
who received a pass and went
' killings.
to see "Sea of Love" at its
Cincinnati premier last
Wednesday, you understand
what I'm saying when Itell all
those who didn't see it that
they have go. Al Pacino, Ellen
Barkin and John Goodman all
put forth excellent performances. Pacino has the audience
cheering for him throughout
the movie to catch the killer
before the killer catches him.
The question is, however, has
he already been caught?
Pacino plays a New
York City police detective in
··Ellen Barkin and Al Pacino
the midst of a mid-life crisis;
With 20 years on the force
The suspense that all
under his belt, he is expected
the action builds on will keep
to retire but realizes he has
you on the edge of your seat.
nothing to retire to. Then, as
''Sea Of Love" is a cross ·
fate would have it, he is
between "Jagged Edge" and
assigned to a case involving a
"Fatal Attraction" yet offers its
series of erotic killings which
own distinct ironic twists to
cause some drastic changes in
both the characters and the
both his life and lifestyle.
plot. lt'~thetype of movie
Together with Goodman,
that causes yoti to munible to
Pacino sets out to trap the
yourself and to those next to
murderer by playing the
you while you try to figure out
murder's games. This is when exactly who the murderer is
Pacino meets Sarkin and is so
and when he or.she will attack
mesmerized by her; he chooses.

by Kerry Cronin
Diversions editor

25 New Zealand tree
27 Shakespeare product

29 Sir John _ __
Shakespeare's clown
33 Perhaps
54
34 Cleanse
58
35 New (prefix)
36 Offerings to the poor
61
37 Cub&n dance
38 Caesar's fateful day
39 Suffix
40 Juliet's beau
41 Shakespeare had a way
with these
.42 Shakespeare's troubled
lather
44 Without proboscis (2 wds)
45 Fewer
46 "He was the noblest
'------of them all"
47 South American weapons
50 Melville protagonist
51 Stevedore's union
54 "_
Night's
Dream"
57 Peruse
58 Depend on
59 Polite negative (2 wds)
60 Character in 54 across
61 Genetic acids
62 Bad temper
63 On the Pacific

DOWN
1 Sail support
2 "Golden Rule" word
3 "Friends, Romans,
"

4 Possessed
5 "ASyou _ _ _"
6 Teartul vegetable at
times
7 Precedes "AR":
Woman's college
8 Naval Ofticer (abv)
9 Theological school (abv)
10 Make believe (2 wds)
11 _ _ The Terrible
12 Lug
13 Dagger.
19 Obliterate
21 Use the VCR
24 Barbecue specialties
25 Greta _ _
26 _ _ Korbut: Russian
Gymnast
27 Wallop
28 Precedes "GRAPHY":
Fancy penmanship
29 Defense de_: "No
smoking"·
30 Shakespeare's Titus

31 Provides sustenance
32 Bob _ _ :
Choreographer.
© 1989 GFR Associates Ali Rights Reserved
P.O. Box 9i04. Schenectady. N.Y. 12309

34 Cougars
37 Kind of deer (plural)
38 · Island in the Hebrides
40 Without "R's"
41 Uterus
43 _
Knight and the Pips
44 Without weapons
(2 wds)
46 Ostrich"like birds
47 William Shakespeare for
one
48 Warning sign
49 Girl's name
50 Food for an M-1
52 Tatting product
53 Singer Paul
55 Mom's brother for short
56 Precedes "TIMER": One
of airgen's dummies
57 Saratoga for one

FREE'!.P.A.SS

I FR,EE PA.SS' •.
I
I ON ,WED. FRI. &!:SAT. . I . ON TUE. THURS.·& SUN; I
~--~--------------------------· ~~~1,1~ I ~~~u~:.J

------------------~
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All announcements for
the weekly Calendar must be
sent to Tht Xavier Newswire
office in the University
Center by Friday at 12 p.m.
(noon). Please direct mail to
Maria Lovell, Office Manager/ Assignment editor. Be
sure to include name and
phone number.

September
About three dozen
Cincinnati neighborhood councils and
local special interest groups
will sponsor two "Candidate
Night" forums. The forums,
_will give interested Cin<;innatians a chance to question city
council candidates on the
environment and housing.
Students will have a chance to
meet these candidates and
learn about these issues.
Students
be meeting at the
Dorothy Day House at 7 p.m.
Call 745-3046 for more information.
Interested in joining
_ the_ Xavier Equestrian
Team? Come to an or- -ganizational meeting at 7:30
p.m. in the Husman Hall lobby
or call 745-3268.

20

The Xavier Players
and the English Club
will co-sponsor a trip
to Cincinnati's Playhouse in
the Park to see their production of "Les Liasons
Dangereaux." The cost for
tickets is only $8.50,-which
should be turned in to the
Office of Student Development
to Cathy Kuhlman, _c/ o Cathy
Junker. Interested students
will be meeting at 6:30 p.m. in
the Brockman Lot. -For more
information or for reservations, contact Cathy Kuhlman
at 745-3578.

24

27
-

There will be an in formational meeting for

will

20

. .
20

The Office of Career
Planning and Place
- ment will hold an
Interview Workshop at 5:30 p.m. in the Regis Room of the
University Center. All are
welcome to attend.
·

1990 Graduates are
invited to attend a "Practice Interview
Day," from 1-5 p.m. Sign up in
the Office of Career Planning
and Placement. Don't miss··- this opportunity!

21

.
22

The International Students Society is
sponsoring a "Welcome Dance" at 9 p.m. in the
DownUnder. The cost is $2
with XU I.D. and $3 without.
Bring your own music, and the
. DJ will play it for you!
-

October
Monthly
Calendar
Deadline: Friday, ·sept.
22, 12 Noon
~

all of those interested in
joining the Unicycle Club from
6:30-7:30 p.m. in the Regis
Room. No experience necessary! Questions? Call Scott
Vacha, Unicycle Club President, at 745-3664.

Miscellaneous
Sprechen Sie Deutsch??
Whether you speak German or
just have an interest in German, the Heidelberg Club of
1989-90 is now forming. For
information contact the
Geiman department at 7453549, or Keven at 921-1859.

The Xavier Psi Chi chapter' is
accepting applications for
membership. Membership is
open to both graduate and
undergraduate students who
have registered as .Psychology
majors. If you are interested,
please contact Dr. Cynthia
Crown, Faculty Advisor of Psi
Chi, at 745-1094 for more
information.
The Sober Muskies Beginners
Group will meet every
Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the Ohio
Room of The University
Center. The meetings are open
to everyone.

LIEUTENANT JACK TODD MILLS
215 Maple Street
Justin, Oklahoma 10075

PHILLIP WORSHAM
213 Otchllrd StrMI
Justin, Oklahoma 10075
CAREER
OltJECTIYE

An entry level-position In an
Electrical Engineering research
or dellgn firm, ,

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering, M•y 1987
Williamstown University; Justin,
Oklahoma
SunHMrlntamalllp Summert986
Central Power and Light, Justin,
Oklahoma
Interned In the PowerTransmlaalon
Department

HONOM ::

oa.n.. Llat

ACTIVITIU

Yal1lty Soccar
Intramural Soltllall

CAREER
OBJECTIVE

An entry level position In an Electrical
Engineering research or design tirm.

EDUCATION .

Bachelor of Science In Electrical Engineering,
May1987
Wiiiiamstown University; Justin, Oklahoma
U.S. Army Signal Corps
Officer Basic Course, September 1987

EXPERIENCE

Training aftcl Operation a Ofllcar,

u S. Army Reserve Ofticers' Training Corps,
Williamstown University ·
Planned, organized, and executed training lor
battalion of 110 cadets.
Commu111C8t1ona PlatHn l.llader,
Headquarters Troop, M7.Cavalry, _
82nd Airborne Division, Fort Bragg, NC
Responsible fOr the training, discipline and
welfare of a forty·man platoon.

Avaliabltt Upon Request _

Dean's List
Olstlngulahed Military Graduate
Commandant's List, Officer Basic Course
ACTIYmES

Army ROTC Nale and advanced camps
U.S: Army AirbOme SchoOI
lllrslty Wrftlllng, Intramural Football

PAOFE880R OF MILITARY SCIENCE
Lieutenant ColOnel Kii~ Dunn
Wllllamatown University
Collage of Liberal Arts
CMA1.702
· Juetln, Oklahoma
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Xavier University
BACK TO- SCHOOL SPECIAL
Pre-Configured for.your Major
Easy to Use!

Education Majors

Science Majors

J\pp_k Macintosh

J\pple Maci11tosh

Macintosh Plus ®
68000 Processor
I MB Memory
3.5"Floppy
20 MB Hard Disk
High Resolution Monochrome·
Monitor Built-In
Operating System &.Hypercal'd

Macintosh _SE/30
68000 ·Processor, 68881 Coprocessor
1 MB Memory
3.5" FDHD Floppy
· 20 MB Hard Disk
Hi~l.r Resolution Monochrome
·.··Monitor Built-In
· Operating System & Hypercard

WordPerfect
$1695

·wtirdPerfect
&
.
. Excel
$3295

Dot Matrix Printers

Business l\lajors
1\ppk Macmtush
Macintosh SE/20
68020 Processor
1 MB Memory
3.5" FDHD Floppy
20 MB Hard Disk
High Resolution Monoc~rome .
· Monitor Built~Iri
·
• Operating System & Hypcrcard

·

WordPerfect&Excel ·
.$2345-._.

For more inform~tion contact:
.Sponsored··
by.The.FUTURE NOW

Solution Centers

·.

-~pson'LX

80 .. ;..........•......;$195
im~ge\\'riter II .................. $430

Inkjet Printers

(La~er Qualit})

· DeskjetPlus· •........ ;.. ;.....:.;.$695
· · DeskWriter ....................... $796

Laser Printers
· HP Laserjet Series 11....... $1795
HP i:aserjet Series II{)...;$2795 ..

.

'

When purchased w/Computer~ ·

Rick Harris .
CoJ11puting Center
Xavier University
745-1980

•

...•

Authorized D:aler

Specials good from: August 15th- September 31st
Academic Editions Software .
01988 Apple eon.>uter, Inc. Appll, the ~ie Loa0._H~~ and Madnioah are registered trademarks of Apple Co111>1Aer Inc.

of

